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Abstract:

This presentation will summarize the results of failure testing of twin tensioned highline systems. These systems will include twin tensioned track lines, twin tensioned skate block, and twin tensioned English Reeve.

Typical Kootenay Highline Systems utilize the control ropes as belay backups in the event of a trackline failure (including multiple tracklines). Through testing we know how a Kootenay highline system behaves in the event of failure. Our experience at Ronin has led us to increasingly construct highlines and skate blocks where all the rope components are twin tensioned, and intended to back each other up versus using belay capable control lines.

This testing aims to further our knowledge of how a twin tensioned trackline behaves in the event of a failure, where each of the two tracklines is intended to take up the entire load in the event of a failure in either one. We will also be testing the ability of 22kN quickdraws to backup individual components in these systems.

1. Failure in one of two tensioned Tracklines, no control lines
2. Failure in one of two tensioned Tracklines, control lines in place
3. Failure in one of two tensioned English Reeve lines
4. Failure in one of two tensioned Skate Block lines
5. Failure of a component backed up by a 22kN Quickdraw